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Made on a local Amish farm, these scooters feature
welded steel construction, ball bearing wheels, high

speed aluminum racing rims, standard bicycle
pneumatic tire sizes, powder-coat finish, front and rear

brakes, kick-stand, bell, and a front basket. 

These are the same scooters that are used on a daily
basis by many of our local Amish. They are built to last.

All of these scooters are built tough and are 
capable of carrying up to 350 pounds.

The 12” size is typically suitable for children up to
about age 6.

The 16” size is suitable for people age 6 to adult.

The 20”  size is for taller folks. 

Available in a variety of colors.
Special order colors may incur an extra charge.

Not all colors are in stock at all times.
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Model A12 12 inch wheels $177

Model A16 16 inch wheels $243

Model A20 20 inch wheels $263

We can ship these. Shipping costs vary from $25 to $70
depending on UPS zone and distance.

Prices are subject to change without notice.

Please visit our websites:
www.amishscooters.com 

www.hoffman-house.com
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RAL - 1018

Yellow

RAL - 2004

Orange

RAL - 3018

Coral

RAL - 3001

Fire Engine Red

RAL - 4007

Deep Purple

RAL - 4010

Hot Pink

RAL - 5017

Royal Blue

RAL - 5021

Teal

RAL - 5012

Sky Blue

RAL - 6018

Lime Green

RAL - 9005

Black

RAL - 6009

Hunter Green

RAL - 5002

Navy Blue

RAL - 3005

Burgundy

RAL - 4005

Lavender

These colors are as close as we can get them, but they may not appear exactly the same on a scooter. 
We can do other RAL colors, and two-tone schemes  as a special order.

We are constantly revising and updating our colors
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Scooter Colors
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